The Dreamland Stage Company
Creativity and Imagination Found Here!

**VIRTUAL AND INTERACTIVE**

**DREAMLAND KIDS & DREAMLAND YOUTH**

**BIG ONE-OH! ONLINE EDITION**

JUNE 30TH - AUGUST 1ST VIRTUAL REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE.

**SESSIONS WEEKLY AND BI-WEEKLY**
JUNE 30TH - AUGUST 7TH

Online Master Class
Take your skills to the next level

**AMPLIFY**
MUSIC THEATRE DANCE

JULY 13 - AUGUST 7TH

**13**

HYBRID REHEARSALS AND LIVE PERFORMANCE*
JULY 6TH - AUGUST 9TH
The Dreamland Stage Company
Creativity and Imagination Found Here!

The Big One Oh!

Meets Monday - Friday
10am - 1pm
$825.00
Daily activities will include physical and vocal warm-ups, theater games, auditions, solo and small group coaching, music and choreography rehearsals, filming for final sharing, and self-filmed assignments. The production will be a combination of live performance on Zoom and filmed scenes and songs.

Amplify Performance Workshop

WEEKLY WORKSHOPS MEET MONDAY - FRIDAY
2-4:30PM - $225.00

Workshops will focus on interactive training in musical theatre skills including dance, voice and monologue work, headshots, resumes and the business of acting. The final sharing will be a combination of live and self-tapes from the week followed by a live Q&A.

DREAMLAND KIDS & DREAMLAND YOUTH

MEETS MONDAY - FRIDAY
9AM - 1PM
WEEKLY SESSIONS $425.00
TWO WEEK SESSIONS $800.00

Daily activities will include physical and vocal warm-ups, theater games, scene work and rehearsal of the scripted play. The final sharing will be a combination of live performance on Zoom and filmed scenes, filmed by campers and edited by DSC Teaching Artists.

13! The Musical

MEETS MONDAY - FRIDAY
5:30PM - 8:30PM
DREAMLAND THEATRE
$825.00
Scheduled to perform on stage in August. We will remain current and mindful of CDC Guidelines for both in person rehearsal and performance. Performances - August 5th - 9th.

VISIT THE LINK BELOW TO REGISTER!

HTTPS://CAMPSCUI.ACTIVE.COM/ORGS/NANTUCKETDR EAMLANDFOUNDATION?ORGLINK=CAMPS-REGISTRATION#/SELECTSESSIONS/2743206